
From: Kevin Taylor <ohotsparky@gmail.com>
To: DTE Directors <directors@dte.coop>, board@dte.coop, ocmail@dte.org.au, 
oc@dte.coop,   assetmgmt@dte.coop, ConFest Facilitators 
<facilitators@confest.org.au>
Subject: Jacking up four Containers
Date: Wed, 7 Apr 2021 22:01:42 +1000

*Dear Directors and members*

* Natalie and myself have just got back to Sydney after spending the Easter
break onsite .*

* One of the many jobs I worked on while on site , was looking at some of
the containers sitting on the ground and other containers that were placed
on sleepers last March (2020) and that have sunk a little into the ground.*

* Working with some of the members of the Veg Out Village and Darrylle Ryan
, we used Mark’s two truck jacks , DTE’s  two truck jacks with large bases
and my own truck jack .*

* Placing two jacks on each corner at one end of a 20 foot container , then
jacking in unison to be able to move the container and also so the jacks
did not break with the stress of the load .*

* This was extremely hard and dangerous work , however we did manage to
lift four containers , being the Veg Out container , the Asset Management
container and both Ops containers - these were easier as they were already
on sleepers .*

* The four containers are now sitting on a 2400 x 200 x 75mm Redgum sleeper
with one of Scouse’s 200 x 180 x 75 blocks screwed on at each end with
120mm screws giving an air gap height of 150mm to start with .*

* The last photo shows one of the First Aid containers with little air
space left under it .*

* I have ordered more sleepers and look forward to conducting a mini
working bee in the coming months , with the crane to remedy the current
situation and ensure the longevity and usefulness of DTE assets . .*

*  By the end of this work, we were all extremely knackered - it was very
very very physically taxing and demanding work.*

      *With love* *Kevin*   0408 772 759
                Wellbeing Rainbow
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